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- Tool case with divisible bottom tray, 2 tool boards with a total of 58 pockets and document compartment in the lid
- Engineer’s mirror with extension, magnification, hollow mirror 23 mm Ø
- Desoldering lever, slotted on one end, nickel plated, with dissipative (ESD) black plastic handle
- Tin knife with plastic handle, 115 mm
- Tin scraper with blade of sharp parting tool, 115 mm Spring hook, nickel plated, insulated, 175 mm
- Screwdriver with guide sleeve, for easy and accurate setting of spindle resistors and potentiometers, with slotted axes up to 3.2 mm Ø
- Steel Scriber, Ø 7 mm, telescopic rod with magnetic lifter, 143-660 mm Test prod, red, 1 mm, extremely slim and flexible, fully insulated
- Test prod, black, 1 mm, extremely slim and flexible, fully insulated
- IC-tweezers, nickel plated, 125 mm, for gripping, inserting and removing IC’s
- Side cutters, 130 mm, for hard wire up to 1.0 mm, for soft wire up to 0.6 mm
- 3.0 mm, chrome-plated, with bicoloured hand guard
- Side cutters 115 mm, with slim, rounded head, semi flush, bicoloured hand guard, dissipative
- End cutters, 120 mm, with slim, pointed head, special flat cutting edge, cutting shape. Flush, dissipative, bicoloured hand guard
- Round nose pliers 120 mm, with short jaws, box joint, double leaf spring, bicoloured hand guard, dissipative
- Flat nose pliers as above, 120 mm, with short and plain jaws, dissipative, bicoloured hand guard
- Snipe nose pliers, 120 mm, with short jaws, angled, dissipative bicoloured hand guard
- Combination pliers, 165 mm, with wire cutter for hard wire, serrated jaws, lap joint, chrome-plated, bicoloured hand guard
- Cross-recessed screwdriver, PH 1, extra short, total length 80 mm
- Miniature screwdriver, plastic handle, blade nickel-plated, 40 x 1.8 mm
- Screwdriver for headless screws, blade made of CV, 80 x 2.8 mm
- Slotted screwdriver, 4.0 mm, extra short, total length 80 mm
- Voltage tester 220-250 V, blade completely insulated, 60 x 3 mm
- Offset screwdriver 100 x 4 mm, chrome vanadium, with plastic handle
- Cross-slot watchmaker screwdriver with swivel cap, size PH 00
- Watchmaker screwdriver, nickel plated, with 4 interchangeable slotted blades in the magazine, size 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0 mm
- Component tweezers 145 mm, nickel-plated, with insulated jaws, for easy insertion and removal of plug-in transistors of various sizes
- SMD tweezers, 110 mm, straight, very sharply pointed, stainless
- Engineer’s tweezers, 150 mm, fine curved tips, fine serrated
- Heat dissipating tweezers, 165 mm, with flat, wide tips and copper jaws, nickel-plated
- Engineer’s tweezers, 145 mm, straight, flat and wide tips, serrated
- Clamping scissors, 130 mm, stainless, with serrated gripping jaws
- Wire scraper tweezers for stripping varnish on wires Ø 0.6 mm
- 6-pcs. set of needle files in plastic wallet
- Special scissors for cutting sheet metal and wires, with serration, extremely slim, 110 mm, chrome-plated
- Electrician’s knife with wooden handle, steel blade with wire scraper
- 8-pcs. set of socket wrench, 4-10 mm, with changeable handle
- Extra-flat (1.5 mm) double open-ended wrench, 3 x 3.5 mm
- Extra-flat (1.5 mm) double open-ended wrench, 4 x 4.5 mm
- Extra-flat (1.5 mm) double open-ended wrench, 5 x 5.5 mm
- Extra-flat (1.5 mm) double open-ended wrench, 6 x 6.5 mm
- Extra-flat (1.5 mm) double open-ended wrench, 7 x 8 mm
- Extra-flat (1.5 mm) double open-ended wrench, 9 x 10 mm
- 8-pcs. L-keys for hexagon socket head screws, size 1, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 5.5, 6.0 mm
- Dust brush, 177 mm, with white bristles, bristle width 25 mm
- Oiler with brass rotating seal, 40 ml
- Steel scale 30 cm, stainless steel
- Digital caliper, 150 mm, with cross points, depth gauge, fixing screw
- Pocket hack saw with 150 mm saw blade for wood and metal
- Slotted screwdriver with multi-component handle, blade made from chrome vanadium, burnished, 75 x 2.5 mm, with VDE safety insulation
- Slotted screwdriver with multi-component handle, blade made from chrome vanadium, burnished, 100 x 4.0 mm, with VDE safety insulation
- Slotted screwdriver with multi-component handle, blade made from chrome vanadium, burnished, 125 x 5.5 mm, with VDE safety insulation
- Cross-recessed screwdriver with multi-component handle, size PZ 0, blade L 60 mm
- Cross-recessed screwdriver with multi-component handle, size PZ 1, blade L 80 mm
- Automatic wire stripper for cables 0.2 - 6 mm²

Service case with comprehensive tool kit

- Dust and rain proof
- Souring, scratch-and-slip proof
- Deep drawn housing
- Shock Resistant
- Black-grained plastic bowls
- Sturdy aluminum frame
- 76 pcs tool set
- 3 removable tool boards
- Written documents, writing utensils, etc.
- Double bag on the back
- Trunk floor equipped with sturdy removable partitions